CASE
STUDY
WINNER OF INDUSTRY WEEK AWARD FINDS XPLORE RUGGED TABLETS HELP ACHIEVE SIGNIFICANT
SAVINGS AS RFID TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM IS IMPLEMENTED FOR SHIPPING
THE CUSTOMER
Carrier Collierville, a 900,000 square foot manufacturing facility for Carrier Corporation, a United Technologies Company.

THE CHALLENGE
To find the right hardware solution to be used with the implementation of RFID technology designed to automate the shipping process for the air conditioners and heating units that are shipped from this facility.

THE BENEFITS
The choice of Xplore Technologies’ iX104C5 rugged tablet
computers have enabled this new shipping process to be put
into operation with little or no difficulty, bringing about a benefit
of improved productivity at the plant, better safety at the dock
level and customer satisfaction in terms of delivery of product.
An annual savings of approximately $400,000 has been realized
to date as a result of this new solution.

Carrier Collierville, is a 900,000 square foot manufacturing facility that makes air conditioner and heating units for commercial
and residential customers. Recently this facility undertook a
project to use RFID technology as a means of streamlining and
improving its shipping process.

contain the serial numbers of products so they can be read by
an RFID reader right at the dock doors prior to being loaded
on the trucks and shipped to customers. “Because of the use
of RFID, it makes this a less labor-intensive process, significantly reduces errors and lessens human traffic in a very
busy area of the dock,” he explained.
Suresh noted that prior to the RFID technology being implemented, product was loaded at the dock one unit at a time
with an individual personally scanning bar codes on the
packages. “This manual process opened up the potential for
error. If the error was discovered prior to the truck leaving the
dock, then the product needed to be completely reloaded and
the process repeated once again to find the error. This could
be a very time consuming and labor intensive situation. And,
if the error went unnoticed and wasn’t discovered incorrect
product would be shipped with significant implications for
customer satisfaction,” said Suresh.

According to Balaji Suresh, Materials and Operations Manager
with Carrier Corporation in Collierville, Tennessee, RFID technology allows Carrier to apply embedded labels that
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“The old way of loading could take 30-45 minutes to load a truck
of 64 units. With the RFID system it now takes somewhere in
the range of 10 minutes or more, gaining about 40-50 percent
more time for our employees. More importantly, previously the
bottleneck in loading wasn’t from units coming off the line but
getting them scanned and loaded into the trailers. Now the loading process is actually happening faster than the units come off
the line,” Suresh explained.

“We realized that to implement RFID we would need to make an
investment in both software and hardware for it to work.” According to Suresh, Carrier began first by looking for the software
solution.
“We decided to work with S3Edge, a Portland, Oregon-headquartered software product company that had its genesis at
Microsoft,” Suresh. The founders of S3Edge had created Microsoft Biztalk RFID, a product that was built by S3Edge and that
connected with device management layers. As Anush Kumar,
Chief Technology Officer of S3Edge, explained, “It is very similar
to how a computer works – when you get a new PC and plug it
in you don’t think about how it works – it just does. This is what
we developed for RFID tracking at factories.”
According to Kumar, the Silverlight-based application that
S3Edge wrote to interact with Carrier’s servers was written
specifically to accommodate to the needs of Carrier. “This was
a customization package for them to run on Carrier’s standard
operating environment

that they have to deploy for any computer to be on UTC’s network. The Xplore tablets that we used in this instance were
wiped clean of any pre-loaded software and we developed a
Windows® package just for this tablet to meet that security
requirement, the UTC anti-virus policies and to make it as
standard to other IT in the network for easy maintenance and
troubleshooting.” He added the fact that United Technologies
Corp has some of the most constrained policies in terms of
its internal computing environment speaks volumes as to the
ability of the Xplore tablets to be used in this solution..
“We were very keen on the Xplore iX104 rugged tablet computers as we knew our software would easily integrate onto
the units and that the units themselves are built to withstand
the significant challenges that present themselves in a factory
environment such as vibrations on the forklifts and the dust
that can be generated,” said Kumar. It is the fact that Xplore
specifically built with the most rugged standards that made
them particularly appealing to Carrier.

“Xplore’s tablets are so rugged they are able to withstand
both the repeated touch of the screen by the operators on a
day to day basis, as well as the vibrations that are constant
on the forklifts. Because there is such a demand today for
tablets as the form factor of choice, Xplore’s was a perfect fit
due to its ruggedness and proven ability to withstand these
types of conditions,” Kumar said.
Suresh concurs. “We wanted to be sure that whatever
hardware solution was selected would be one that would
withstand constant use and not go down. This was very,
very important to us in our decision because our goal was to
improve productivity and dependable computers were needed
for what we consider mission-critical work,” he said.
“The Xplore tablet is extremely valuable in our solution because
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because to undertake this project we required an interactive, physically mounted computing solution that our operator could easily
use to interact with the application. The Xplore tablets helped
solve that problem in that they run the Microsoft Silverlight application that provides the shipper with all the information needed to do
their job,” said Suresh.
It works in this way:
After picking up a unit to be loaded onto the truck, the operator
of the forklift waits as the RFID reads the imbedded tag. If the
computer screen flashes green, it is OK to proceed; but if it flashes
red, that’s a warning that something is not right and action needs
to be taken. “The feedback is clearly reflected on the computer
screen, which is mounted on the forklift and available for the
operator to see at all times. There are color codes that display
certain information so that the operator knows the system is
processing units. The software also keeps track of what has been
loaded into the trucks so that the operator knows when one trailer
is completed at one door and they must move onto another door
for loading. It is beautiful in its simplicity,” described Suresh.

has been loaded into the trucks so that the operator knows
when one trailer is completed at one door and they must
move onto another door for loading. It is beautiful in its simplicity,” described Suresh.
Employee feedback has been very good as well. “Because
this is a very easy program to operate, our employees have
been very happy with the new system.” He notes that the first
employee was up and running with the entire process of what
to do and how to do it with just a bit of coaching – all within
an hour. “That was a significant achievement and I believe
set the stage for the success of this project.”
The Collierville plant, which employs approximately 1,500,
regularly is rewarded for quality, safety and innovation. The
factory is the recipient of an Industry Week 2011 IW Best
Plant Award and is one of the top 10 for 2011. This award is
bestowed by a panel is IW editors for quality, customer and
supplier relations, employee involvement, productivity, cost
containment, manufacturing flexibility and responsiveness, inventory management, environmental and safety performance
and market results.
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